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Arc Flash Safety Codes Update and Clarify the Labeling
Requirements for Energized Electrical Equipment
Arc flash labels advise you of the dangers associated with that piece of energized equipment
Ever since arc flash labeling became an NFPA 70E
requirement in 2002, the information required on the
labels and where the labels belong has continued to
evolve. What was once somewhat unclear in its
details is now a clarified standard with the NFPA 70E
2015 issue.

All labels need to be maintained for accuracy. When
a Label Review or Arc Flash Risk Assessment
concludes that labels may no longer be accurate, they
must be updated. In addition, arc flash labels are to
undergo review at least once every five years. Cintar
can be contacted for a Label Review for any sites that
may have out-of-date labels in use.

The previous versions of the Standard failed to detail
the types of equipment that require labeling and
what the field label is to include. Today’s standard
for labeling includes, switchboards, switchgear,
panelboards, industrial control panels, meter socket
enclosures, motor control centers, and fused
disconnect switches that are likely to require
examination, adjustment, servicing or maintenance
while energized. Actual requirements are set by the
Owner’s Safety and Lockout/Tagout programs for
maintaining energized equipment.
Not only do major changes to power distribution
systems affect the accuracy of arc flash analyses and
labels, but small changes as well. Replacing a
transformer, changing the type, size or settings of a
circuit breaker or relay, or utility modifications can
impact the risk to electrical workers. Arc Flash Risk
Assessments and Label Reviews performed by a
qualified party are the only way to ensure worker
safety and compliance with the NFPA 70E code, since
it is required to be updated when a major
modification or renovation occurs.

It is estimated that 5 to 10 arc flash explosions occur in electrical
equipment every day in the United States. Consequences include
injuries ranging from minor burns to life threatening injuries and
possible death.
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The information that is now required for labels
includes:
 Nominal system voltage
 Arc flash boundary
 One of the following (at least):
○ Available
incident energy and the
corresponding working distance
○ Arc flash PPE category using the Tables:
– 130.7(C)(15)(A)(b)
– 130.7(C)(15)(B)
○ Minimum arc rating of clothing
○ Site-specific level of PPE
Anyone within the arc flash boundary should know the
methodology used to apply the labels. Large
distribution
equipment,
such
as
switchgear,
switchboards, motor control centers and panelboards
often contain a main overcurrent protective device
(circuit breaker or fuses). The facility Owner’s Risk
Assessment shall decide how this equipment shall be
labeled. Often, the lineside terminals of the main
protective device pose a much higher risk than the
other protective devices and equipment in the rest of
the assembly.
Some facilities dual-label equipment like this, with a
label indicating the higher risk associated with the
main protective devices cubicle or vertical section and
a second label indicating the lower risk associated with
the other sections of the equipment. Other facilities
will label the entire equipment with the highest risk
possible, often preventing energized work to be
performed.
It is important to understand how the location and
quantity of labels installed is meant to alert you to the
risk and how to properly protect yourself and others.
Proper arc flash hazard and personal protective
equipment training can educate equipment operators
and maintenance personnel on the risks and proper
protection while exposed to energized equipment.
Safety training and retraining are required by
NFPA 70E at least every 3 years. Training can be
provided by Cintar.
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